APPLICATION & EVALUTION
1. Are the evaluations only doing according to the scores?
All evaluations are doing according to scores (GPA and Language scores). Applications are scored
and then ranked. The highest ranked students will get their first choice placement.
2. What is the evaluation criteria?
FOR ERASMUS +:TOTAL POINTS = cum GPA (50%) + English Language Score (50%) + Special
Condition
Special condition: Students who have benefited from Erasmus+ Exchange (Erasmus+ study or
Erasmus+ Placement or placed to Erasmus+ or Erasmus+ placement at the time of his/her
exchange application) before will receive - 10 point for each mobility.
-Students with disability (+10 points)
- Child of martyr or veteran (must be documented) (+10 points) (For calls after March 1st,
2017, +15)
-Applying for the Country of citizenship -10 points.
FOR GLOBAL EXCHANGE:TOTAL POINTS = cum GPA (50%) + English Language Score (50%) +
Special Condition
Special condition: Students who have benefited from Global Exchange before will receive minus
10 point for each mobility
-Students with disability (+10 points)
- Child of martyr or veteran (must be documented) (+10 points) (For calls after March 1st,
2017, +15)
-Applying for the Country of citizenship -10 points
For undergraduate students only: English language score will be calculated by (ENG 101 x 0,4) +
(ENG 102 x 0,6) and will be considered as the other %50 of your total point, which will be used for
the placement. English Proficiency Coefficients. As of 201701 (Fall 2017), English language score will
be calculated by (SPS 101x 0,4) + (AL 102 x 0,6) according to the table English Proficiency Coefficients
as of 201701.
Important note for undergraduate students only: Students who does not have ENG101/ SPS101
score cannot apply for exchange programs. Students, who does not have ENG 102/AL 102 score at
the time of the application, will be assessed as if they attained grade "C" in ENG 102/AL 102.
For post graduate students only: Your submitted test scores to SU will be considered as the other
%50 of your total point, which will be used for the placement. English Proficiency Coefficients for PG
3. Can I have a chance to change the university I placed?
You cannot change the university, however you can change the term if the quota is not
separated.
4. What is the procedure for students placed but not send the COP?
If you would like to withdraw and apply again for the late calls, please do not forget that you will
select your new preferences from the updated free slot list after main call, and this list will be
open to all SU students and you will be subject to -10 points.
5. Is there any fine if I don’t send the confirmation?
There is not a fine but you will be subject to – 10 points for your other applications in the same
year.

